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ABSTRACT 
Multiplexing near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) by the use of a nanoarray with parallel imaging is studied. 
The fabrication, characterization, and utilization of nanoarrays with - 100 nm diameter apertures spaced 500 nm center-to- 
center is presented. Extremely uniform nanoarrays with - 10' apertures were fabricated by electron beam lithography and 
reactive ion etching. The nanoarrays were characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM). In this paper we utilize these nanoarrays in a laser-illuminated microscope with parallel detection on a charge- 
coupled device (CCD). In 
principle, our system can be used to obtain high lateral resolution NSOM images over a wide-field of view (e.g. 50-100 pm) 
within seconds. 

Detection of B-phycoerythrin (B-PE) molecules using near-field illumination is presented. 

Keywords: near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM), nanoarray, lithography, microscopy, fluorescence, imaging, 
charge transfer devices, single molecule detection 

2. INTRODUCTION 
In conventional near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM), a sub-wavelength aperture, such as a metal-coated 

tapered optical fiber, is used to illuminate a - 100 nm diameter area on a surface'". The aperture size defines the achievable 
lateral resolution. Lateral resolution on the order of 12 nm has been reported4*'. A NSOM fluorescence image is created 
point by point by raster scanning the aperture over a surface, or by raster scanning a surface under the aperture, the latter being 
more common. The advantage and popularity of NSOM arises from being able to create high resolution, spectrally resolved 
fluorescence images6. In addition, the detection of single moleculess" using NSOM opens up new and exciting bioanalytical 
applications. Because NSOM and other scanned probe microscopy techniques (i.e. atomic force or scanning tunneling 
microscopies) rely on serial detection, they are limited to the imaging of essentially static systems. For imaging dynamic 
processes other techniques must be utilized. Although conventional (diffraction limited) optical microscopies can be used fix 
imaging dynamic proces~es~- '~,  these techniques lack the lateral resolution that can be obtained with NSOM. 

In order to overcome the limitation of serial detection, while maintaining high lateral resolution, we have fabricated 
an array of near-field sources. By multiplexing the detection onto a charge-coupled device (CCD) much faster imaging rates 
can be obtained. An aluminum near-field nanoarray with - 100 nm diameter apertures spaced 500 nm center-to-center has 
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been fabricated by electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching. Extremely uniform nanoarrays with - 10' apertures 
were obtained. These arrays provide a means of maintaining high spatial resolution with parallel imaging to create near-field 
images. Each sub-wavelength aperture is imaged to a group of pixels on the CCD camera. 

Historically, to make near-field light sources optical fiber probes'-',  micropipette^'^^^^, and individual isolated 
apertures in opaque metal were used. More recently, Pantano and Walt" have developed a system that uses a fiber 
bundle to create an array of near-field sources. To our knowledge, our system for multiplexing NSOM is the frst reported 
use of a highly ordered nanoarray in an opaque metal film. 

In this paper, we first present our wide-field laser-illuminated microscope that has the sensitivity to detect the 
locations of single fluorescent molecules. Using far-field Koehler epi-illumination" the detection of single molecules d 
Rhodamine 6G (R6G) on silica is demonstrated. Within seconds the locations of those single molecules within a - 56 x 56 
pm2 area is obtained. After presenting single molecule detection data using far-field epi-illumination, we then ptesent the 
parallel, high resolution, detection of B-phycoerythrin (B-PE) molecules using near-field illumination fiom a nanoarray. B- 
PE is a highly fluorescent phycobiliprotein that is equivalent to - 20 R6G chromophoresz0. Using - 100 nm diameter 
apertures, the near-field illumination of B-PE molecules within a - 3 1 x 3 1 pm2 area is demonstrated. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
3.1 Microscope 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram for our parallel imaging NSOM instrument. Laser light fiom either a continuous- 
wave argon ion laser (514.5 nm, American Laser Corp.) or the second harmonic of a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser (532 nm, 
Quantronix) was passed through a line filter (LF) and sent into a multi-mode optical fiber (MMOF) via a fiber coupler (FC1). 
The MMOF was mechanically vibrated in order to scramble the phase and polarization of the laser beam21*22. After exiting 
the MMOF via a second fiber coupler (FC2), the light was split into two paths by use of a 50/50 beamsplitter (BS1; CVI 
Corp.). For focusing purposes and single molecule detection sensitivity experiments, one light path was directed into the 
epi-illumination port of the microscope by a 6.3 cm focal length lens &I) .  The combination of the MMOF and Koehler 
illumination provides uniform illumination over a wide-field of view. The second light path was directed and focused at the 
near-field nanoarray by a 10 cm focal length lens (L2). Using this arrangement the incident irradiance was typically 1-5 
W/cm2. With appropriate beam blocks only one or the other path is used at any time. The fluorescence was collected with a 
high numerical aperture (NA) microscope objective: either a lOOx, 1.1 NA oil-immersion objective (Carl Zeiss Inc.); or a 
60x, 1.2 NA water-immersion objective (Nikon Corp.). A dichroic beamsplitter (BS2; Omega Optical) and Raman edge 
filter (RF; Omega Optical) were used to reject scattered light. Fluorescence light collected from the microscope objective was 
then imaged at the first lens of the relay lens assembly (=A, HRX250-NIK; Diagnostic Instruments). The RLA is used to 
magnify the image - 2 . 5 ~  onto a liquid nitrogen-cooled CCD camera (Princeton Instruments). The CCD camera was 
equipped with a 512 x 512 back-illuminated array format and was operated at 50 KHz using a ST-138 controller (Princeton 
Instruments) coupled to a computer (OptiPlex XMT 5 120; Dell Inc.). 

3.2 R6G Deposition 

then spin-coated onto 160 pm thick fused silica cover slips (ESCO Products, Inc.). 
R6G (R590 chloride, Exciton) was dissolved in methanol and diluted to approximately M. This sample was 

3.3 Nanoarray Fabrication 
The aluminum nanoarrays were fabricated on fused silica cover slips (ESCO Products, Inc.). The cover slips were 

cleaned with Chromerge acid (Sigma-Aldrich Corp.), followed by exhaustive sonication in methanol and finally water. The 
cover slips were then dried with flowing nitrogen gas. The cleaned cover slips were placed into a vacuum chamber and argon 
ion milled for 45 seconds, following which 120 nm of aluminum was electron-beam deposited. The argon ion milling step 
was necessary to improve adhesion of the aluminum to the fused silica. Next, a 420 nm thick polymethylmethacrylate 
(PMMA) film was deposited on the aluminum coated cover slip by spin coating a 6 % PMMA solution at 5500 rpm for 30 
seconds. The cover slip was then baked at 170 "C for two hours. A JEOL JBX-5FE electron beam lithography system with 
a thermal field emission gun was then used to expose the PMMA. The electron beam writing step formed a square lattice 
array with spots - 100 nm in diameter spaced 500 nm center-to-center. Next, a reactive ion etching step using BC13/C12 was 
used to etch away the aluminum from the exposed holes. Typical etching times were 6-8 minutes. Finally, an oxygen 
etching step was utilized to remove the remaining PMMA from the aluminum substrate. Using this procedure, - lo8 
apertures 100 nm in diameter and spaced 500 nm center-to-center were fabricated in a 4.8 x 4.8 mm2 area on a fused silica 
cover slip. 
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3.4 B-PE Near-field Illumination 
B-PE (Molecuiar Probes) was dissolved in lx Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS, Gibco BRL) and 

diluted to approximately 10" M. For imaging, approximately 10 pI of the dilute B-PE sample was placed onto a nanoarray. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Single Molecule Detection Sensitivity with Epi-illumination 

Using the optical arrangement as shown in Figure 1 with unpolarized 5 14.5 nm excitation and a 6.3 cm focal length 
lens (Ll in Fig. 1) for Koehler epi-illumination, a wide-field image was obtained. For uniform illumination across the field 
of view, the MMOF scrambling is essential2'.*'. For our experimental setup the illumination deviation over a 56 x 56 pm2 
area was less than 10 YO. Figure 2 shows representative wide-field, epi-illumination, fluorescence ima es of single R6G 
molecules on fused silica. R6G has maximum absorption and emission at 528 and 55 1 nm, respectively . The top image 
in Figure 2 is 56 x 56 pm2 in size with an exposure time of 5 seconds. The bright spots represent the locations of single 
R6G molecules. The spatial resolution is diffraction limited (Le. spot diameter - 400 nm). The bottom image in Figure 2 
is a surface plot of fluorescence intensity versus lateral position taken from the boxed area of the top image. A characteristic 
trait of single molecules is the abrupt photobleaching that O C C U ~ S ~ ' ~ ~ - ' ~ .  Photobleaching is the irreversible loss of fluorescence. 
Whereas, for an ensemble of molecules gradual fading of the fluorescence signal is observed. In our case, single R6G 
molecules display fluorescence intensity fluctuations (data not shown) and then bleach abruptly during continuous 
irradiation'. To explain the fluorescence intensity fluctuations it is postulated that changes in the local environment of the 
molecule, or the molecule itself, may be affecting the photophysical parameters (e.g. lifetime) of the molecules, We have 
studied numerous other xanthene dyes that exhibit this unexpected and unusual behavior (e.g. fluorescein, 
tetramethylrhodamine-isothiocyanate, tetramethylrhodamine-5-isothiocyanate, and rhodamine B). 

Although wide-field epi-illumination microscopes can be used to track the diffusion of fluorescent particles, o h  
higher lateral resolution is desired. Based on using a Gaussian function to fit a fluorescence intensity profile, many groups" 

With the use of a nanoarray with parallel 
imaging, the positionai accuracy is ultimately determined by the aperture diameter and not by Gaussian fitting of intensity 
profiles. For an object to be excited efficiently it must be within the near-field region of the aperture. The near-fieid region 
extends outward a distance on the order of the diameter of the aperture. With the use of high NA microscope objectives, 
which have small depth-of-focus, fluorescence from objects outside the near-field region is not imaged. The advantage of our 
system is in improved resolution with parallel detection. Characterization of the morphology and transmission efficiency Cf 
the nanoarrays is described below. 

4.2 Nanoarray Morphology 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used to characterize the array. 

Contact-mode atomic force micrographs were taken with a Nanoscope 111 (Digital Instruments) using an etched single-crystal 
Si probe at a scan rate of 1 Hz. Representative AFM images are shown in Figure 3. The array pattern is very uniform with 
apertures (dark regions) - 100 nm in diameter and spaced 500 nm center-to-center. The reactive ion etching times can be 
used to control the aperture diameters. For instance, the top micrograph in Figure 3 shows a nanoamy sample that was 
etched for 7 minutes. The bottom micrograph in Figure 3 was a sample that was etched for 8 minutes. The AFM provides 
information about the top of the array, but does not measure the bottom of the holes due to the convolution problem of the 
AFM tip with the inside wall of the apertures. For the top of the apertures AFM analysis indicated an approximate diameter 
dimension of 150 and 200 nm for the 7 and 8 minute etch samples, respectively. AFM analyses on multiple regions with 
multiple probes was used to verify the uniformity and morphology of the nanoarrays. A SEM was used to assess the aperture 
morphology in the bottom of the holes. Using SEM, it was found that at the bottom (Le. aluminudquartz interface of the 
aperture) the approximate diameter was 70 and 100 nm for the 7 and 8 minute etch samples, respectively. A tapered hole 
results from mask erosion during etching. Having measured the morphology, we proceeded to measure the corresponding 
transmission efficiency. 

4.3 Transmission Efficiency 
Elegant work on understanding tapered near-field probe transmission efficiencies was carried out by Valaskovic et 

a1.28 They and 
(typically nW far-field output with mW input power). As reported by Valaskovic et al., the transmission efficiency of an 
optical fiber probe is critically dependent on the taper shape and morphology of the aluminum coating at the end of the fiber. 

#, 

have reported positional accuracies well below the optical difbction limit. I3 

have shown that tapered NSOM fiber probe transmission efficiencies are on the order of lU4 to 

To determine the transmission efficiency of the nanoarrays the dichroic beamsplitter (BS2) and Raman edge filter 
(RF) were removed from the optical path. As shown in Figure 1, the unpolarized laser light (514.5 nm) was focused onto the 
near-field nanoarray by L2. A comparison was made between light focused onto a fused silica cover slip and light focused 



onto the nanoarray. Figure 4 shows the arrangement for this measurement. Note in Figure 4B the schematic showing the 
approximate shape of the apertures. The same incident irradiance and integration time were used for the two measurements. 

Interestingly, the transmission efficiencies for the 7 and 8 minute reactive ion etch samples were 1 x lo‘* and 5 x IO-* 
(ratio of CCD camera integrated counts for nanoarrayfused silica), respectively. These transmission efficiencies are within a 
factor of two of the calculated geometric efficiencies using the aperture bottom diameters obtained ffom SEM measurements. 
For aperture diameters below the diffraction limit (< U2), one expects the transmission of a single aperture to be less than the 
geometrical value. It was surprising to find that this combination of taper shape and center-to-center aperture distance produce 
highly transmissive devices. This result may arise fiom affects similar to cooperative emission from a phased array of 
radiating dipoles. 

Always a concern with using a NSOM fiber optic probe is the localized heating’’ of the tip due to the high 
attenuation for a tapered metal-coated sub-wavelength aperture2*. Localized heating of the sample surface can resu l t ‘hn  the 
close proximity of a metal-coated optical fiber to the surface. Additionally, depending on the brightness of the sample, one 
often needs to make a compromise between the desired light flux and aperture diameter of a fiber optic probe. This 
compromise typically forces one to image slower and with a lower resolution in order to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise 
ratio. Hence, one possible advantage of our light-efficient nanoarrays is that less sample heating is expected. 

4.4 B-PE Near-field Illumination 
In order to investigate near-field illumination using these nanoarrays, a I O 8  M B-PE solution was placed on the 8 

minute etch nanoarray and a cover slip was placed on top. Using the configuration in Figure 1 with 532 nm excitation and a 
1 OOx, 1.1 NA microscope objective, the fluorescence ffom the B-PE was collected and imaged. B-PE has maximum 
absorption and emission at 540 and 575 nm, re~pect ively~~.  A representative image of B-PE molecules on the nanoarray is 
shown in Figure 5 .  The image integration time was 10 seconds. The array pattern is evident, with different brightnesses 
arising fiom each aperture. A sequence of such images reveals many static features, occasional brightening in some holes, 
abrupt disappearance of signal ffom one frame to the next, and an eventual overall dimming (due to bleaching). An estimate 
for the signal &om a single B-PE is approximately equal to the signal integrated over the brightest spots (1300 
photoelectrons/sec with an average irradiance of - 1 W/cmZ). We have observed that B-PE adheres well to silicon-oxide 
surfaces. Hence, we interpret the image in Fig. 5 as follows. The B-PE in the solution diffuse until the encounter and stick 
to the oxide surfaces of the array (silicon and aluminum oxides). With an initial concentration of 10- M in the liquid, an 
approximate liquid layer thickness of 10 micrometers, and an open area in the metal fiIm of 3 YO, approximately 1/2 of the 
holes would be occupied by a single B-PE. The brightest spots are fiom single B-PE near the middle of the aperture away 
fiom the metal. The distribution of brightnesses arise fiom B-PE futed at random locations within the metal structure, 
which produces different excitation and quenching rates (quenching by proximity to the metal). This example shows the 
feasibility of multiplexing NSOM by using an array of apertures and parallel far-field imaging over a wide-field of view. 

r 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have explored the preparation and properties of an array of near-field sources. Uniform arrays of nano-scale holes 

were produced in an opaque metal film on a transparent glass substrate, and characterized using SFM and SEM. We have 
demonstrated single molecule detection by fluorescence excitation and quick imaging using parallel optical detection in a 
cooled CCD camera. Experiments and calculations aimed at understanding the intriguingly high transitivity of the 
nanoarrays are in progress. 
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Figure 1 : Schematic of laser-illuminated parallel imaging microscope. See text for details. 
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Figure 2: Fluorescence image showing the locations of single R6G molecules on a fused silica cover slip. The 
top picture represents a 56 x 56 pm2 region. The bottom picture is a surface plot taken fiom the 
boxed region of the top picture. The total integration time was 5 seconds. A 60x, 1.2 NA water- 
immersion microscope objective was used for excitation and collection. 
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Figure 3: Representative atomic force micrographs of an electron beam fabricated nanoarray. The array consists 
ofholes in a thin aluminum film on silica. The top micrograph represents a sample that had a 7 
minute reactive ion etching step. The bottom micrograph represents a sample that had an 8 minute 
reactive ion etching step. 
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Figure 4: Array transmission efficiency measurement. Panels A and B represent the arrangements for the 
transmission measurements for a fused silica reference and the nanoarrays, respectively. A 60x, 1.2 
NA water-immersion microscope objective was used for collection. The arrow represents the 
direction of the laser beam. 



Figure 5. Fluorescence image of B-PE molecules illuminated through a nanoarray. The image is 3 1 x 3 1 pm2 
in size. See text for details. 
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